High Impact, Innovative Turning Point Events and Solutions

CREATIVE TECHNICAL
The Creative Technical category of turning point interventions are sophisticated
collaboration tools that enable teams to connect with one another in very
stimulating, innovative and exciting ways.
Team morale rockets as they are immersed into their very own high tech fantasy. We pack these interventions with everything
required to make them absolutely believable and real. So whether you are solving crimes, blowing up buildings, breaking
into laser vaults, pimping that classic MG, or chasing poachers in the bush, one thing is for certain... you won’t have time to
remember old patterns. You will be completely enthralled in every moment.
Teams are pulled together in these powerful experiences as they discover the real meaning of effective communication, problem
solving and the vital impact planning makes on the end result. The interventions in this category help teams learn, absorb and
appreciate why and how attitude determines everything. What’s more... they are highly innovative behavioural simulators that
enable your people to not only test new interaction techniques, but practice them to a resultant ability.
Return to the workplace energised, rejuvenated and equipped to make a difference.

We literally help you make Mission Impossible, Possible!
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MORALE BOOSTING
THE HEIST

Does your team have what it takes to perform
under pressure and crack the case? In Crime
Scene every little detail counts, but then
business isn’t any different.

Can your team break the unbreakable, find the
perfect combination and pull off the heist? See
your team unite and succeed.

THE DIG

ANTI-POACHING UNIT

You have always dreamed of being on an
archaeological dig. Harrison Ford and Raiders of
the Lost Ark will remain in our hearts and minds
forever. This is your opportunity to feel what it is
really like at your next breakaway.

To Serve and Protect... Anti-Poaching Unit is
designed to test a team’s ability to rise above
overwhelming situations.

SYMPHONY OF SOUNDS

SOCIAL GENERATION

An interactive experience that sways the senses
as your team builds intricate awareness in all kinds
of situations.

Social Generation is the answer to the ever
increasing gaps that are forming between
generations. It gets people to express themselves,
opens up new dimensions in being able to share
understanding and helps inculcate a new culture, a
new language, a new medium… a new opportunity
to like and share together.

MIDNIGHT

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

Spoil your team with an evening of stimulating
indulgence in the hottest, trendiest and most
bizarre locations.

“Say I do” to a beautiful dinner event with
stimulating conversation whilst you are
introduced to the sparkling world of diamonds.
This is a lavish affair that leaves a lasting
impression on colleagues.

PIMP MY RIDE

“Blog-it” Baby

Give your team the key to success and welcome
them to the workshop of their dreams. The impact
of this activity is fast and furious!

Give your team the chance to share their opinions,
ideas and goals on an open platform. Then use it
to guide the team to new heights of success.

Creative
Technical

CRIME SCENE

Creative Technical
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CRIME SCENE

Does your team have what it takes to
perform under pressure and crack the
case? In Crime Scene every little detail
counts, but then business isn’t any
different.

Crime Scene is designed to test a team’s ability to rise above overwhelming situations. The teams learn
how to look at overpowering situations and break them down into simpler parts, thereby creating order and
structure.

Any crisis situation that may arise in the workplace can then be handled.
The delegates arrive at the Crime Scene. They have limited time to solve the crime. They need to become
crime scene investigators. Firstly they will observe the Crime Scene and make appropriate notes. They need
to follow forensic procedure to collect evidence. Perhaps they will be examining security tapes or conduct
various laboratory tests to compile the profile of the perpetrator (shoe size, blood group etc.). During all the
procedures, the main laboratory would have certain findings from the post mortem of the victim. These
results will be disclosed to the delegates. Slowly the pieces of the puzzle fall into place but they are racing
against the clock before the next murder is committed.
The focus areas are on enhancing group communication (specifically around the divulgence of important
information at critical moments), getting the understanding that a group is stronger than the individual
and enhancing the ability to filter and select data that serves in the accomplishment of important goals.
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To create a clear picture of the goals and objectives, each part of the puzzle is dealt with to restore order.

Creative Technical

MORALE BOOSTING

Can your team break the unbreakable, find
the perfect combination and pull off the
heist? See your team unite and succeed.

THE HEIST

The challenge: A locked combination safe, housed within a laser guarded, high tech vault. What is locked
inside the safe? Crack it – and find out!

planning and organising. This experience will increase productivity levels, emphasise coping under time
pressure and will improve swift and direct communication.
Do the delegates have the ability to accurately communicate, plan and achieve on a mind-boggling scale? Do
they have the ability to make things go right with the help of exquisite technology and inside information?
Your team will need to penetrate the impenetrable, break the unbreakable and find their perfect combination.
Work together, communicate and solve a series of complex puzzles and cryptic clues using sophisticated
technology. All the while aided by your “inside man” – the Oracle.
Throughout the project, teams will need to constantly communicate with the Oracle and each other. The
immediate result – stage by stage the laser grid deactivates, until all that stands between you and what
lies within… is the combination. The teams will all have to come together, share their information and finally
discover that each team has a vital piece of this puzzle – but only as one, united team can they find the right
combination for success.
A few turns right, a few turns left, and eureka!... We can hear mechanisms turning and locking in place,
metal on metal grinding and the door opens, revealing… Well that is for you to discover!
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Experience the enthusiasm needed to get things done more effectively and realise the importance of
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You have always dreamed of being on an
archaeological dig. Harrison Ford and
Raiders of the Lost Ark will remain in our
hearts and minds forever. This is your
opportunity to feel what it is really like at
your next breakaway.

THE DIG

We design and set up THE DIG so that everything is real and authentic. Your team will travel back in time as
they operate as an integrated team of archaeologists digging up pharaonic ruins from Egypt, finding human
bones, specialised antiquities and hidden treasure. Who knows they might even dig up Kruger’s Millions.

They will put together a story and experience the thrill of what it is really like to look back and understand the
past. THE DIG is part of our new range of Ultra Real Experiences.
It also has tremendous versatility in that we are able to plant specific artefacts that make your vision,
mission and conference experience memorable and a completely differentiated offering. Ranked up there as
one of the most unusual and innovative team experiences available on the planet.
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They will work with real tools, labs and equipment as they work their way through the items they exhume.
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ANTIPOACHING UNIT

To Serve and Protect... Anti-Poaching Unit
is designed to test a team’s ability to rise
above overwhelming situations.

The teams learn how to look at overpowering situations and then break them down into simpler parts,
thereby creating order and structure. All this while immersed in the beauty and splendour of Africa and her
diverse wildlife.

Anti-Poaching Unit is the ultimate thrill-seeking experience for those who love being out in the bush and for
those who can’t resist a good mystery. Track, forage for clues and piece the puzzle together.
The delegates disembark their game drive vehicles and proceed on foot through the bush, following small
clues and blood trails to the Poaching Scene. They have limited time to solve the crime. They need to
become crack forensic investigators. Firstly, they will observe the scene where the elephant fell and make
appropriate notes. They need to follow forensic procedures to collect evidence. Perhaps they will discover
more tracks leading to poacher camps, where more evidence could be found. During all the procedures, the
main laboratory would have certain findings from real elephant DNA, ballistics and other “tell-tale” clues.
Slowly the pieces of the puzzle fall into place but they are racing against the clock to stop the poachers from
crossing the border.
Available to run in most major game parks and reserves, watch as your team organises, shares
information and finally comes together like never before, all with one common purpose in mind.
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“The most important thing is to preserve the world we live in.” Jack Hanna.
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SYMPHONY OF
SOUNDS

An interactive experience that sways
the senses as your team builds intricate
awareness in all kinds of situations.

Do we really LISTEN? Take a moment to stop, close your eyes and listen to all the sounds around you.
Now imagine creating your own Symphony of Sounds in the bushveld, off the coast of Pemba or the city…

allows delegates to rejuvenate their senses while learning and connecting with one another.
Each group is challenged to go out and record the sounds of nature, the city, or their surroundings. Upon their
return, using our high-tech computer systems, the team must create their very own Symphony of Sounds.
Value is extracted out of the traditional game drive by increasing the awareness of the sounds and the
names of birds and their sounds... even the sound of the buzzing flies above the elephant dung adds a
unique flair to the final production.
We wrap everything up with a concert in the bush, where the symphonies will be played for all to listen to and
enjoy. Thereafter we acknowledge and celebrate the hard work done, as teams and stars come up to receive
their awards.
Connect with nature in a unique way that enables the team to experience the magic of the area they are in as
well as have a number of personal realisations about the way in which they confront and handle life, people
and problems
Re-discover what it means to truly LISTEN.
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Symphony of Sounds is a carefully facilitated interactive experience which is both stimulating and fun. It
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SOCIAL
GENERATION

Social Generation is the answer to the
ever increasing gaps that are forming
between generations.

It gets people to express themselves, opens up new dimensions in being able to share understanding
and helps inculcate a new culture, a new language, a new medium… a new opportunity to like and
share together.

other and solve problems together. It allows people to share their thoughts and ideas, to comment, to laugh
together and to learn together.
This is also a very powerful focus group process where you can test your company vision, mission,
ambition and values in a real way. At the same time you can ensure that the future generations of your
business will understand where you are going and be able to tap into the wisdom and experience of your
more established professionals.
Social Generation closes the gap between established and new. Imagine a process that raises
understanding, opens up possibility and teaches a new language whilst allowing the experience, wisdom and
learning of the past to penetrate into the future. This is it.
We facilitate and moderate the process from start to finish, providing the social media guru with an
opportunity to flourish and lead, whilst fully involving the less experienced starter in the field of social media.
This is a safe, easy to use and powerful way to discuss the past, present and future together... and to
make sure that your team emerges on the same page(s)...
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Your team enters their very own Social Media Studio. It has everything they will need to connect with each
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MIDNIGHT

Spoil your team with an evening of
stimulating indulgence in the hottest,
trendiest and most bizarre locations.

We design and set up THE DIG so that everything is real and authentic. Your team will travel back in time as
they operate as an integrated team of archaeologists digging up pharaonic ruins from Egypt, finding human
bones, specialised antiquities and hidden treasure. Who knows they might even dig up Kruger’s Millions.

those long leather limo seats, and open a bottle of bubbly. You flip open the monitor and meet Lady X, your
personal assistant for the evening. She has arranged a series of stops that will show you what your city has
to offer in the way of high impact entertainment.
But it is not all about being entertained, you will have something you each need to do in order to make
the evening sizzle. During the evening the team will have the opportunity to make a series of celebrity
appearances at key restaurants, at radio stations, in some of the most famous shebeens and party at the
very best clubs and venues. They may even score tickets for some of the most quintessential concerts of the
year.
Top end fun for bored executives. Stimulating adventure and interaction between new employees. A fun and
innovative way to break down barriers and create new networks and bonds between key people in different
parts of the business. A great way to bridge cross-cultural gaps and boost understanding and co-operation
between people. An incentive, a fantasy come true, a memory of a life time.
An interesting feature about this experience is that it is run from an undisclosed location. The facilitator is
in the control room, and whilst we have key marshals and point men in place to ensure timing, safety and
quality of experience... the team never meet the facilitator face to face... but every move is calculated
and engineered right down to the telephone ringing inside the office of the local theatre, radio station or
garage at 11:12pm... 47 minutes and counting!
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Imagine you are all dressed for an amazing evening. Your chauffeur opens the door and you slide onto
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DIAMONDS ARE
FOREVER

“Say I do” to a beautiful dinner event with
stimulating conversation whilst you
are introduced to the sparkling world
of diamonds. This is a lavish affair that
leaves a lasting impression on colleagues.

Imagine yourself at a gala event. It is filled with all the usual trimmings and décor. But you are at a table
with people that you don’t know. How do you break the ice? Welcome to Diamonds are Forever.

and a unique set of stones to admire and assess. This quick 30-minute icebreaker gets people talking and
really learning about diamonds. One or more lucky delegate will walk away with their very own diamond.
Our facilitators help teams use their diamond assessment kits and learn to sort the duds from the real thing.
The process is packed with audio visual excitement and is professionally facilitated to ensure everyone
has a great time. It opens up new relationships and provides a fun talking point to overcome stiff and
uncomfortable evening events around a table. People leave as friends, having had a great evening together.
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Our team introduces you to the world of diamonds, giving each table their own diamond assessment kit
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PIMP MY RIDE

Give your team the key to success and
welcome them to the workshop of their
dreams. The impact of this activity is fast
and furious!

This is the turning point experience of the century. Each team has a car, school bus, motorbike, buggy or
tractor which they need to transform from start to finish. Seats come out, wheels get changed, new trim, new
sound, new spray job… and maybe even a new engine.

a dream machine. This is your chance, we give you the technical team, the tools, the artistic design facilities
and the space and platform to make it happen. The team will learn what it is like to work in a custom car
workshop with all the toys. They will work as a team in a structured way from the planning, procurement
and materials section through to aesthetic design, conversion, transformation and installation of sound, reupholstery and certification.
The pressure is on as you get your Pimpmobile ready. The finished cars will then be entered into the Pimp my
Ride Parade which culminates in a party of note as delegates arrive in character and all blinged out.
This is a progressive turning point experience that happens over at least a 5 week period. This is an
automatic, hydromatic, grease lightning experience.
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You have, at some point or another, all had the fantasy of what it would be like to transform a vehicle into
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“BLOG IT BABY”

Give your team the chance to share their
opinions, ideas and goals on an open
platform. Then use it to guide the team
to new heights of success.

“Blog-it” Baby is a dynamic, high tech, easy to use interaction that creates your very own social network
at the office. It pulls everyone and everything together. It is not a management tool, but rather a staff idea
generation platform. It stitches together what is working, how people feel, and how you are winning. It solves
the problem of failed intranets in the past… it allows people to share and to care.

They will be able to collect really important information about each other, what makes them tick, birthdays,
anniversaries, long service awards... what is happening in their lives. It will be the newsletter you have always
dreamed of having that keeps everyone in the loop.
The team will have the benefit of a dedicated set of process and technical facilitators who will help them
create the blog, load videos, create social media links, upload photos and share successful actions.
Most intranets fail. The reason is that they don’t allow people to express their views and feelings in a safe
way. Most organisations back off on having people share their true views and feelings.
What better way than to shape your values, unpack your mission and vision than to do it on a blog?
The blog is not open to the public unless you want it to be. It can be designed from scratch so that it fits
your organisation like a glove .
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Teams will be able to build their very own blog, update it, link it to YouTube, Facebook, Twitter...

